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Celebrating the iconic franchise&#39;s landmark 50th anniversary this special edition of the Star

Trek Daily 2016 Day-to-Day Calendar is every Trekker&#39;s ultimate source for official Star Trek

quotations, trivia, character biographies, and lore from more than four decades of Federation

history.A sly way to add a touch of fandom to any workspace, this daily calendar enables Trekkers

to keep track of dates, appointments, messages, and more.
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This will be my fourth consecutive year with this calendar line. I received the item in September

2015, so of course I took it out of it's box to take a sneak peak. I love that they are utilizing Star

Trek's "50th" on the packaging, the calendar paper is white, but the binding item is a gold tone.They

have this updated through Star Trek Into Darkness, so for example, you'll see Alice Eve's birthday.

For 2016, it appears that they will give you an update on your actor's birthday. For example, Kate

Mulgrew's Birthday you would typically get the Star Trek bible description of her character Kathryn

Janeway or a neat fact, like how she got the part. This year you get a short update on the actor, so

with Ms. Mulgrew, you find out she was nominated for an Emmy in 2014 etc., which I think it really

neat.

Every year for the past decade, if not longer, my husband has requested a Star Trek Day to Day

Calendar as one of his Christmas gifts. Some years when I've forgotten to order it early enough, I'm

left scrambling to find one, but this year I remembered before Thanksgiving to order it in time! He's a



huge Star Trek fan and really enjoys the daily trivia and photos from the films and shows. I've even

tried to give him Star Trek wall calendars just to switch things up, which he appreciated, but still

always asks for the Daily Calendar. I really hope they never stop making the Daily one because my

hubby will be quite sad!

The product itself is cool and a good addition to the desk of a Trekkie. But I had to receive this

product twice. The first arrival was incredibly damaged. The shipping box was fine but the calendar

and its box were trashed. Second receipt was better but still crinkled and bent in places. Would give

five stars otherwise.

Lots of cool Star Trek information from the whole Star Trek Universe. No images, but i enjoy

learning something about Star Trek that i never knew before. Saturday and Sunday are separate so

you get about 52 extra days.

The STAR TREK 2016 DAILY CALENDAR is a true daily desk calendar (there are 366 pages â€“

Saturdays & Sundays aren't combined) that celebrates the 50th anniversary of the sci-fi franchise.

Each day contains e a character biography, fact, figure, a piece of trivia, or a quote about Star Trek.

The information is culled from all of the Star Trek canon: all 5 of the different tv series, all 12 of the

feature films, and the animated series. The STAR TREK 2016 DAILY CALENDAR makes a great

gift for any Star Trek fan.

If you like Star Trek, this 365 day calendar is for you. On some days, you are provided with or

reminded of information you already know. On other days, you discover something new about Star

Trek.

I love that  thinks this is a book. I like the tear a page Star trek calendar. it mixes ti up with facts

about all the series, or quotes. Every day is a discovery.

if you want star trek facts about all of the series and behind the scenes this daily calendar is great

for trekkies.
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